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Abstract. Many functional programmers are familiar with the concept
of enforcing strictness for making applications fit their time and space ef-
ficiency requirements. Few functional programmers however, are familiar
with the consequences of enforcing strictness for formal reasoning about
their programs.
This paper attempts to fill the gap between the few and the many. Some
typical examples are given of the use and the meaning of explicit strict-
ness. We show how formal reasoning can be made easier by the intro-
duction of auxiliary functions in the program.
John Launchbury’s [Lau93] natural lazy semantics for lazy evaluation
is extended with an explicit strict let construct. We show that this rule
extends the semantics in a natural way. In fact, using our mixed semantics
it is possible to express in the language itself the semantical difference
between Ω and λx.Ω while in Launchbury’s model these two expressions
can only be distinguished from outside the language.
1 Introduction
Discrepancies between formal reasoning and implementation considerations can
be solved by including formal reasoning in the programming process. Although it
has often been stated that functional programming languages are well suited for
formal reasoning, there is in practice little specific support for reasoning about
functional programs. Of course, there are well-established theorem provers, such
as Pvs[ONRSC99], Coq[Tea98] and Isabelle[Pau01], but they are set up for
theoreticians. They do not support the full semantics of functional languages and
can only be used if the program is translated first, making them difficult to use for
a programmer. To make formal reasoning available for functional programmers,
recently Sparkle[dMvEP01] was developed.
Sparkle is a semi-automatic theorem prover that can be used to reason
about any program written in the functional language Clean[vEP98]. It sup-
ports all functional concepts and has a semantics based on lazy graph rewriting.
Using Sparkle programmers can easily state and prove properties of parts of
programs. This on-the-fly proving can only be accomplished if reasoning re-
quires little effort and time. This is already achieved by Sparkle for smaller
programs, mainly due to the possibility to reason on source code level and the
support for automatic proving. It is the intention that Sparkle will be further
integrated in the language Clean and its IDE. Sparkle can be downloaded at
http://www.cs.kun.nl/~clean and at http://www.cs.kun.nl/sparkle.
It is the experience gained in the Sparkle project that gave rise to the
authors’ opinion that more theoretical and pragmatical background was needed
for formal reasoning with explicit strictness in a lazy language.
This paper deals with semantical aspects concerning strictness in the context
of lazy functional languages in general and of the languages Haskell[Hud00]
and Clean in particular. Programming examples will be written in Clean.
In section 2 the need for mixed lazy/strict semantics is motivated. Section 3
first introduces the required semantical definitions. Then, in this section the
required properties, such as correctness and computational adequacy are shown
to be true.
An example of a proof using these mixed semantics can be found in section 4.
Finally, sections 5 and 6 discuss related work and give concluding remarks.
2 Mixed lazy and strict reasoning
2.1 Explicit strictness
Although it is seldomly mentioned in papers and presentations, explicit strictness
is present in almost every lazy language (and in almost every program) that is
used in real-world examples.
In these programs, strictness is used:
– for improving the efficiency of data structures (e.g. strict lists),
– for improving the efficiency of evaluation (e.g. functions that have arguments
which are declared strict due to strictness analysis or due to the programmers
annotations),
– for enforcing the evaluation order in interfacing with the outside world.
Language features that are used to denote this strictness include:
– type annotations (in functions and in data structures: Clean),
– special data structures (unboxed arrays: Clean, Haskell),
– special primitives (force and seq: Haskell),
– special inside implementations (monads: Clean, Haskell),
– special language constructs (let!, #!: Clean),
– special tools (strictness analyzer: Clean).
Implementers of real-world applications make it their job to know about strict-
ness aspects, because it is essential in order to make their applications satisfy the
efficiency requirements. For reasoning about these programs, however, they tend
to forget strictness all together. This can lead to unexpected non-termination
when programs are changed by hand or automatically transformed relying on
such reasoning. For reasoning with strictness, their is only little theory and little
practical guidance available so far.
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Definition 1 (Mathematical Strictness). A function f is mathematically
strict in an argument x if the result of f applied to x is undefined if x is un-
defined.
Usually, this is denoted as follows:
f⊥ = ⊥
The identity function and the equality function that are commonly found in
functional languages, are usually mathematically strict in (both) arguments.
Definition 2 (Operational Strictness). A function f is operationally strict in
an argument x if the argument is always reduced to weak head normal form before
the function application is evaluated and the result of the function is undefined
if the argument is undefined.
If a function is mathematically strict in its argument then that function can be
made operationally strict without changing its semantics.
Definition 3 (Notational Strictness). A function f is notationally strict in
an argument x if the argument is somehow explicitly annotated as such.
In Clean strictness is denotated by adding an ! before the argument in the type
of the function (or data structure).
With taking strictness into account arguments of a function f that are no-
tationally strict, will not only be treated are interpreted operationally strict by
the compiler, but also mathematically strict by the semantics. Consequently,
when a mixed semantics is used notational strictness implies both
operational and mathematical strictness!
It is often recommended to use notational strictness in mixed semantics only
when in lazy semantics mathematical strictness holds (because the meaning of
a program is not affected then). However, this recommendation is in many cases
(interfacing, strict data structures, efficiency) not sensible at all since for these
cases it is simply the intention to change the meaning of the program from lazy
to strict.
2.2 Some reasoning examples using explicit strictness
When a strict semantics is used, many ”intuitive” properties suddenly turn out
to be untrue. For instance, the following property which describes a relation
between the mathematical = an the operational == does not hold:
∀a∈Eq∀x∈a∀y∈a[x = y ⇔ (x == y) = True]
If both x and y are undefined, then the equality x = y holds but the ex-
pression x == y is neither False nor True but undefined. The reason is that the
function == is a predefined operationally strict function.
If you would indicate strictness in the type information by adding a !-annotation
before the strict argument (as is done in Clean)then the type of == is specified
as follows:
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(==) :: !a !a -> Bool
A property that does hold is the following:
∀a∈Eq∀x∈a∀y∈a[x 6= ⊥ ∧ y 6= ⊥ ⇒ (x = y ⇔ x == y)]
Many other properties like e.g.
∀a∈Eq∀x∈a∀y∈a[x == y ⇔ y == x]
do hold unconditionally.
Note that the function == may not be mathematically strict on all objects.
Suppose we are comparing strings (represented as unboxed arrays of characters).
If the first character of the first argument is different from the first character
of the second argument then the result could mathematically be determined
regardless whether the other characters are defined or not.
An indication of the need for additional strictness conditions can be obtained
from the standard library of Sparkle: of the 115 supplied theorems no fewer
than 19 have one or more strictness conditions.
A statement that is not present in this library is the following:
∀a∈Eq∀x∈a∀xs∈[a]∀p∈a→Bool[isMember x (filter p xs) = isMember x xs && p x]1
The Clean definitions that this property refers to, are listed below:
isMember :: a ![a] -> Bool | Eq a
isMember x [y:ys] = y == x || isMember x ys
isMember x [] = False
filter :: (a -> Bool) ![a] -> [a]
filter p [x:xs]
| p x = [x:filter p xs]
| otherwise = filter p xs
filter p [] = []
The definitions above make use of several Clean-specific notations and fea-
tures:
– ”| Eq a” denotes class restriction (Haskell: (Eq a) => . . . );
– ”[ · · · : · · · ]” for lists (Haskell: :, an infix constructor);
– ”!” indicates notational strictness, so isMember x ⊥ = ⊥ and filter x ⊥
= ⊥;
– The functions ”==” and ”||” are defined in the standard library (StdEnv)
of Clean and are notationally strict (”==” in both arguments, ”||” only in
the first argument).
Note that due to laziness isMember ⊥ [ ] = False. So, isMember ⊥ [ ] 6= ⊥.
Similarly, due to laziness it holds that True || ⊥ = True but due to notational
strictness ⊥ || True = ⊥.
In the rest of this paper, we will use the following abbreviation:
1 Note that for predicates the ”= True” is not explicitly written anymore.
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P (x, xs, p) := isMember x (filter p xs) = isMember x xs && p x
Intuitively, many lazy functional programmers will consider ∀x∀xs∀p[P (x, xs, p)]
to be valid without restrictions. There are several situations, however where it
fails:
1. x = ⊥ ∧ xs 6= [ ] ∧ ∀y : p y = False
Then:
– filter p xs = [ ]
– isMember x (filter p xs) = False
– isMember x xs = ⊥
– p x = False
So, False 6= ⊥ && False.
2. x 6= ⊥ ∧ xs = [⊥, x] ∧ ∀y : p y = False
Then:
– filter p xs = [ ]
– isMember x (filter p xs) = False
– isMember x xs = ⊥
– p x = False
So, False 6= ⊥ && False
3. xs = [ ] ∧ ∀y : p y = ⊥
Then:
– filter p xs = [ ]
– isMember x (filter p xs) = False
– isMember x xs = False
– p x = ⊥
So, False 6= False && ⊥.
In fact, several conditions are required to ensure that P holds:
x 6= ⊥ ∧ IsFiniteAndFullyNonBottom(xs) ∧ ∀y : Total(p, y)→ P (x, xs, p)
This last statement introduces two special conditions IsFiniteAndFullyNon-
Bottom and Total. It is, however, not easy to formalize these conditions. One
needs to define a special class of functions eval that return True for completely
defined arguments (i.e. reduced completely to normal form) and that are unde-
fined otherwise. This can be done on Clean using notational strictness as follows
(the definitions below are present in an extension of StdEnv: StdSparkle):
// Sparkle
class eval a :: !a -> Bool
// similar instances are available for other types
instance eval Int where
eval :: !Int -> Bool
eval x = True
instance eval [a] | eval a
where
eval :: ![a] -> Bool | eval a
eval [] = True
eval [x:xs] = eval x && eval xs
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Using this eval function, the last property with the predicates IsFiniteAnd-
FullyNonBottm and Total can be expressed as follows:
eval x ∧ eval xs ∧ ∀y : eval y → eval (p y)→ P (x, xs, p)
Note that the condition ∀y : eval y → eval (p y) can be weakened: it only
needs to hold for all y in the list xs. this can be expressed using the following
auxiliary function:
evalFilter :: (a -> Bool) ![a] -> Bool
evalFilter p [] = True
evalFilter p [x:xs] = eval (p x) && evalFilter p xs
The complete statement can now be expressed in (and, of course, also proved
by) Sparkle as follows:
eval x ∧ evalFilter p xs→ P (x, xs, p)
By expressing properties about auxiliary Clean functions it is possible to
write quite expressive and elegant statements. Another example of such a useful
function is given below (it expresses finiteness of an argument list).
finite :: ![a] -> Bool
finite [x:xs] = finite xs
finite [] = True
2.3 Extensionality
The property of extensionality is often considered to be universal.
Unfortunately, there is a (rather obscure) example of a function for which
the property of extensionality does not hold. This example does not make use
of strictness and it is therefore valid both for lazy and mixed semantics.
// example of invalid extensionality
H :: a -> b
H x = H x
F :: a
F = F
With the definitions above F x = H x for all x since the meaning of both is
undefined. Surprisingly, the property F = H does not hold, since H has a weak
head normal form (and is thus defined) while F is undefined. It is therefore not
safe to replace F by H in programs.
The problem can be corrected by strengthening the property of extensionality
as follows:
Definition 4 (Extensionality).
(f = ⊥ ⇔ g = ⊥)⇒ [ ∀x f x = g x⇒ f = g ]
This extra condition is needed in lazy semantics as well as in mixed semantics.
So, in fact referential transparency is conditional!
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2.4 Reducing the workload to one single construct
As seen in section 2.1, there are several ways to express strictness in a functional
program. Because the concept used is the same, it is possible to translate all
these alternatives to one single, universal strictness construct.
This universal construct is the strict let, which is a non-recursive strict variant
of a normal let. The difference is that the strict let is not-recursive and it enforces
the stored expressions to evaluate to weak head normal form before all evaluation
continues with the let expression. It is denoted in Clean by #!.
Below we list typical examples of translations to the strict let. It is not our
intention to completely describe the most efficient translation that a compiler
would use. We just want to show that these different kinds of strictness can all
be translated to a single construct.
First consider a typical example concerning a strictness annotation in a func-
tion type F :: a !b -> c. The idea is simply to add a #! for each strict argu-
ment in each application of F.
//
// expressing function strictness using a strict let construct in Clean
//
// F type definition with strict annotation
F :: a !b -> c
Start = F x y
// is replaced by
Start
#! y_strict = y
= F x y_strict
In general E(F e1 e2) is replaced by E(let! ystrict = e2 in F e1 ystrict)2.
Then, consider a typical example of a (partially) strict data type definition:
//
// expressing data type strictness using a strict let construct in Clean
//
// type definition with strict annotation: tail strict lists
:: TailStrictList a = TCCons a !(TailStictList a)
| TCNil
Start = TCCons a as
// is replaced by
2 For a curried application of F replace E(F) by E(λx.λy.let! ystrict = e2 in F e1 ystrict)
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Start
#! as_strict = as
= TCCons a as
Again, we add a #! for each strict argument in each application of F.
In general E(TCCons e1 e2) is replaced by E(let! ystrict = e2 in TCCons e1 ystrict)3.
So, the general transformation for data constructors is quite similar to the one
for functions.
The required syntactical transformations can all be easily formalized. So,
semantically only the extension with a rule for a non-recursive strict let (denoted
in the semantics as let!) is needed in order to express all these different kinds of
explicit strictness.
3 Natural semantics with explicit strictness
We first recall the basic semantical rules of Launchbury’s natural semantics
[Lau93].
Γ : λ x.e ⇓ Γ : λ x.e
Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : λ y.e′ ∆ : e′[x/y] ⇓ Θ : z
Γ : e x ⇓ Θ : z
Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z
(Γ, x 7→ e) : x ⇓ (∆,x 7→ z) : zˆ
(Γ, x1 7→ e1 · · ·xn 7→ en) : e ⇓ ∆ : z
Γ : let x1 = e1 · · ·xn = en in e ⇓ ∆ : z
Lambda
Application
V ariable
Let
A rule for reducing strict lets must be added to the system.This rule is
quite similar to the rule for a normal let, but it adds a condition to enforce the
evaluation of the expression to be shared:
Γ : e1 ⇓ Θ : e′1 (Γ, x1 7→ e1) : e ⇓ ∆ : z
Γ : let! x1 = e1 in e ⇓ ∆ : z StrictLet
4
3 For a curried application of TCCons replace E(TCCons) by E(λx.λy.let! ystrict =
e2 in TCCons e1 ystrict)
4 Clearly, it would also have been possible to define the StrictLet rule writing x1 7→ e′1
instead of x1 7→ e1 since this is closer to how reduction is actually performed. But
in this way, the theory is more close to [Lau93].
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Note, that the environment need not be changed for the evaluation of e1 since
the strict let is not recursive.
¿From this definition it is intuitively clear that a strict let will behave the
same as a normal let when e1 has a weak head normal form. Otherwise, no
derivation will be possible for the strict let.
If we would replace all let!’s by standard let’s, the weak head normal forms
would not change. However, if we would replace all let!’s by let! in an expres-
sion, then the weak head normal form would be either the same or it would be
undefined.
These properties will be proven in the next section.
3.1 Proving Normalization, Relation to Denotational Semantics
and Computational Adequacy
[most proofs in this section will be filled in later.....]
We first extend the meaning function of [Lau93] with the meaning of the new
let! construct.
As in [Lau93] we have a function domain following Abramsky and Ong
[Abr90], [AO93], and we use Fn and ↓Fn as lifting and projection functions.
An environment is a function from variables to values where the domain of val-
ues is some appropriate domain, also containing functions on values and a least
element ⊥. We also use the special semantic environment function { }ρ. It re-
solves the possible recursion and is defined as : {x1 7→e1···xn 7→en}ρ = µρ
′.ρ∪(x1 7→Je1Kρ′ · · ·xn 7→ JenKρ′). Furthermore we use the same ordering on environments
expressing that larger environments bind more variables but have the same val-
ues on the same variables: ρ ≤ ρ′ means ∀x.[ρ(x) 6= ⊥ ⇒ ρ(x) = ρ′(x)].
Definition 5 (Meaning Function).Jλx.eKρ = Fn (λv.JeKρ∪(x 7→v))JexKρ = (JeKρ) ↓Fn (JxKρ)JxKρ = ρ(x)Jlet x1 = e1 · · ·xn = en in eKρ = JeK{x1 7→e1···xn 7→en}ρJlet! x1 = e1 in eKρ = ⊥ , if Je1Kρ = ⊥
= JeK{x1 7→e1}ρ
In extension to [Lau93] we defined above a meaning for the let!-expressions.
This meaning is given by a case distinction. If the meaning of the expression to
be shared is ⊥, then the meaning of the let!-expression as a whole becomes ⊥.
Otherwise, the meaning is simply the same as the meaning of the corresponding
normal let-expression.
Before establishing the required properties, we would first like to study the
correspondence between the meaning function defined here and the meaning
function defined in [Lau93].
Definition 6 (Replacement of let! by let for expressions). The function
−! is defined on expressions such that e−! is the expression e in which every
let!-expression is replaced by the corresponding let-expression:
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(x)−! = x
(λx.e)−! = λx.(e−!)
(ex)−! = (e−!)(x−!)
(let x1 = e1 · · ·xn = en in e)−! = let x1 = e−!1 · · ·xn = e−!n in e−!
(let! x1 = e1 in e)−! = let x1 = e−!1 in e
−!
Definition 7 (Replacement of let! by let for environments). The function
−! is defined on environments such that Γ−! is the environment Γ in which in
every binding every expression eis replaced by the corresponding expression e−!:
(Γ, x 7→ e)−! = (Γ−!, x 7→ e−!)
{ }−! = { }
Note that in the definition above the empty environment is indicated by { }.
Below, we will indicate the meaning function of [Lau93] (which is exactly the
same as our meaning function with the exception of the rule for let!) by JKlazy.
The next theorem establishes a close relation between the semantics with let!
and the semantics without let. In fact, the only difference is that more terms
are assigned the meaning bottom. Consequently, every term that has meaning
non-bottom in the mixed semantics will also have meaning non-bottom in the
lazy semantics.
Theorem 1 (Compare Meanings). The meaning of expressions with let! is
the same as Launchbury’s meaning for expressions with let, with the exception
that more expressions get the meaning ⊥.
(JeK{Γ}ρ0 6= Je−!Klazy{Γ−!}ρ0)⇒ JeK{Γ}ρ0 = ⊥
Proof. To be filled in later....
Note that in the definition above the initial semantic environment is indicated
by ρ0.
As a direct consequence of theorem 1 the following holds:
JeK{Γ}ρ0 6= ⊥ ⇒ ( Je−!Klazy{Γ−!}ρ0 = JeK{Γ}ρ0)
Similarly to JKlazy, we will indicate the reduction semantics of [Lau93] with
⇓lazy. Again a close relationship between reduction with let! and reduction with-
out let! can be established. For all cases where e reduces to z in the mixed se-
mantics, e−! also reduces to z−! in the lazy semantics and consequently the lazy
meaning of e−! is non-bottom. This can even be strengthened: if e−! reduces to
z−! in the lazy semantics, then either e reduces to z in the mixed semantics or
the meaning of e is bottom.
Theorem 2 (Compare Reduction). The reduction semantics of expressions
with let! is the same as Launchbury’s reduction for the expressions with let,
with the exception that less expressions have a weak head normal form in mixed
semantics.
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Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z ⇒ Γ−! : e−! ⇓lazy ∆−! : z−!
Γ−! : e−! ⇓lazy ∆−! : z−! ⇒ Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z ∨ JeKρ = ⊥
Proof. To be filled in later....
In establishing standard semantical properties we will follow the structure of
Launchbury’s paper [Lau93]. We show that each of the theorems for the natural
semantics also holds for the extension with explicit strictness.
Theorem 3 (Distinct Names). If Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z is distinctly named, then
every heap/term pair occurring in the proof of the reduction is also distinctly
named.
Proof. We only have to consider the StrictLet rule, which is trivial since no
renaming takes place there. The proof for the other cases is unchanged with
respect to [Lau93].
Our correctness theorem must differ slightly from [Lau93] in order to make the
induction work for the let! case. The problem is the recursive Je1Kρ = ⊥ condition
in the definition of the meaning function. It requires us to prove (Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z
implies JeK{Γ}ρ 6= ⊥) and (Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z implies JeK{Γ}ρ = JzK{∆}ρ) at the
same time.
Theorem 4 (Correctness). If Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z then for all environments ρ,
JeK{Γ}ρ 6= ⊥ ∧ JeK{Γ}ρ = JzK{∆}ρ ∧ {Γ}ρ ≤ {∆}ρ
Proof. Induction on the structure of e, to be filled in later.
Theorem 5 (Computational Adequacy).
JeK{Γ}ρ 6= ⊥ ⇔ (∃∆, z . Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z)
Proof.
⇐: Follows immediately from theorem 4.
⇒: proof sketch The ⇒ part requires somewhat more effort.
Using theorem 1 we find
JeK{Γ}ρ0 6= ⊥ ⇒ ( Je−!Klazy{Γ−!}ρ0 = JeK{Γ}ρ0)
Then, we know from [Lau93] that ∃∆, z . Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : z. If we take the derivation
that shows that e reduces to z, then this will also be a proof in our extended
semantics.
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4 Example proofs using the mixed semantics
4.1 An example that distinguishes between Ω and λx.Ω
A semantically interesting aspect of explicit strictness is that it allows the pro-
grammer to distinguish between λx.Ω and Ω.
The standard lazy semantics [Lau93] makes it possible to yield these values
as different results. However, in that semantics it is not possible to write a
function F that produces a different result depending on which one is given as an
argument. We say that two terms ”produce a different result” if either a different
basic value (like 1 or True) can be produced or one term does not terminate and
the other produces a basic value.
So, in lazy natural semantics these two different values belong to a single
equivalence class of which the members cannot be distinguished by the pro-
grammer.
With mixed semantics a definition for such a function F is certainly possible.
Below a Clean definition for such an F is given. The result of F on λx.Ω will
be 42 and the result of F on Ω will be ⊥. Note that it is not possible to return
anything else than ⊥ in the Ω case.
H :: a -> b // H is the typed equivalent of (Lambda x.Omega)
H x = H x // and H 1 is the typed equivalent of Omega
F :: a -> Int
F x
#! y = x
= K 42 y
K :: a b -> a
K x y = x
Start :: Int
Start = F H // --> reduces to 42
// Start = F (H 1) // --> bottom, infinite reduction
4.2 Proving the example with mixed semantics
To illustrate the way proofs of reduction can be made using the mixed semantics,
we show the reduction proofs of this example below.
First we have to transform the definitions slightly in order to fit the logical
framework. We define (using without loss of generality Ω as equivalent to H1 in
order to shorten the proofs):
H ≡ λx.Ω
H1 ≡ Ω
Ω ≡ (λx.xx)(λx.xx)
K ≡ λa.λb.a
F ≡ λx.(let! y = x in (K 42 y))
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We will prove two properties:
∃∆.{} : FH ⇓ ∆ : 42 (1)
∀ρ.JF (H1)Kρ = ⊥ (2)
To work with numerals we need an extra rule for dealing with them:
Γ : n ⇓ Γ : n Numerals
We write down proofs similar to [Lau93] with sub-derivations contained within
square brackets.

Γ : e a sub-proof
 another sub-proof
∆ : z
The proof of the first property is given below:
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
{ } : F H
{ } : F (λx.Ω)
{ } : (λx. let! y = x in K 42 y) (λx.Ω)[
{ } : (λx. let! y = x in K 42 y) (λx.Ω)
{ } : (λx. let! y = x in K 42 y) (λx.Ω)
{ } : (let! y = x in K 42 y) [x/λx.Ω]
{ } : let! y = λx.Ω in K 42 y[
{ } : λx.Ω
{ } : λx.Ω
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : K 42 y
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : (λa.λb.a) 42 y[
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : λa.λb.a
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : λa.λb.a[
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : (λb.a) [a/42]
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : λb.42
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : (λb.42) y[
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : λb.42
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : λb.42[
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : 42 [b/y]
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : 42
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : 42
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : 42
{y 7→ λx.Ω} : 42
For the proof of the second property theorem 5 is used. It then suffices to
prove that it is impossible to construct a derivation for F (H1) ⇓ e for any e.
This is shown by:
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
{ } : F (H1)
{ } : F Ω
{ } : (λx. let! y = x in K 42 y) Ω[
{ } : (λx. let! y = x in K 42 y) Ω
{ } : (λx. let! y = x in K 42 y) Ω
{ } : (let! y = x in K 42 y) [x/Ω]
{ } : let! y = Ω in K 42 y
{ } : Ω
{ } : (λx.x x)(λx.x x)
{ } : λx.x x
{ } : λx.x x
{ } : x x[x/λx.x x]
{ } : (λx.x x)(λx.x x)
...
{ } : . . .
{ } : . . .
{ } : . . .
{ } : . . .
There is no finite derivation tree for this reduction, because building this tree
inevitably leads to an infinite sequence of subtrees.
5 Related work
This work extends the work of Launchbury [Lau93] with explicit laziness. As
shown in section 4.2, our extension makes it possible to write programs that dis-
tinguish between terms that are different, but indistinguishable, in Launchbury’s
semantics.
A formal semantics that is similar to Launchbury’s, has been defined inde-
pendently by Barendsen and Smetsers [BS99]. They address strictness but only
consider it in the context of a typing system to derive mathematical strictness.
So, no mixed semantics is given. It might be worth-while to establish a formal
correspondence between Launchbury’s and Barendsen-Smetsers semantics such
that results can be transferred back and forth.
The Sparkle project [dMvEP01] aims to further integrate programming and
formal reasoning. A proof assistant[dMvE99] for Clean has been developed and
work is in progress to fully describe the underlying semantical issues (including
single-step semantics with strictness in a fully formal semantics for the complete
language).
Another project that aims to integrate programming, properties and valida-
tion is a project of the Pacific Software Research Center in Oregon: the Progra-
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matica project (http://www.cse.ogi.edu/PacSoft/projects/programatica).
Not much information is available about this project (the papers section on the
site only makes 3 out of 8 papers available). The aim of the project seems to be
much broader than just functional programming and verification. A wide range
of validation techniques for programs written in different languages is intended
to be supported. For functional languages they use a logic (P-logic) based on
a modal µ-calculus (in which also undefinedness can be expressed). The precise
relation between these semantics and the semantics of [Lau93] is unknown.
6 Conclusions
We have discussed reasoning about programs with explicit strictness. We have
introduced the use of auxiliary functions on the programming level in order to
facilitate the reasoning on the logic level.
We have shown that it is possible and worthwhile to extend the natural lazy
semantics of [Lau93] with a construct for explicit strictness.
The resulting derivation system is shown to be correct and computationally
adequate. The mixed semantics system is a proper extension of Launchbury’s
natural semantics. With our mixed semantics it is possible to write expressions
that distinguish between terms that have different natural semantics but cannot
be distinguished by a term within that semantics.
We hope to have shown that strictness is not just for functional hacking but
that it is also possible to reason properly and formally about programs that use
strictness explicitly.
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